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avu: you can use a remote ssh server to login to a system. or one on the pc you want to run a service on Bashing-om: I started
from a default UBUNTU14.04.1 Alternate USB installer iso. I burned that iso onto a blank CD and when I try to boot from it I
get to the UBUNTU splash screen and when I choose UBUNTU 14.04.1 it goes to a black screen with a blinking cursor on the
top left. I have tried 3 cd's and tried again with the same results. What am I doing wrong? Bashing-om: Can I do a clean install?
dr_willis: that's the same thing as what I want. I want to run a process remotely avu: but to do it over the internet. you need some
sort of 2 way authentication on both sides. and use ssh keys for access to the remote pc well I have the authorization set up on
my PC. Let's say it's called A. Can B call a process on A over SSH? who uses Ubuntu as NAS? or reverse that, can A call a
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process on B? yofel: i found it, there was still enaugh ram on gpu for the terminal to work Tigerboy: Maybe try the boot
parameter of " nomodeset " from grub's boot menu. lars__: this channel is for ubuntu support discussion Bashing-om: how do I
do that? I haven't had any experience with this. Bashing-om: do I hold the shift key down while the computer is booting up?
Bashing-om: or is there a special key? ikonia, i know. But when iam trying to solve a problem, sometimes i think about network
storage for my ubuntu Tigerboy: 82157476af
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